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AP1000® Nuclear Power Plant Spent Fuel Pool Cooling

The AP1000 plant design features multiple, diverse lines of defense to ensure spent fuel cooling 
can be maintained for design-basis events1 and beyond design-basis accidents2.  The AP1000 
plant lines of defense are: 

 During normal and abnormal conditions, defense-in-depth3 and duty systems provides 
highly reliable spent fuel pool cooling, relying on offsite AC power or the onsite Standby 
Diesel Generators. 

 For unlikely events with extended loss of AC power (i.e., station blackout) and/or loss of 
heat sink, spent fuel cooling can still be provided indefinitely: 

�– Passive systems, requiring minimal or no operator actions, are sufficient for at 
least 72 hours under all possible loading conditions. 

�– After 3 days, several different means are provided to continue spent fuel cooling 
using installed plant equipment as well as off site equipment with built in 
connections.  

 Even for beyond design basis accidents with postulated pool damage and multiple 
failures in the passive safety-related4 systems and in the defense-in-depth active systems, 
the AP1000 Spent Fuel Pool spray system provides an additional line of defense to 
prevent spent fuel damage. 

Section 1: Normal Spent Fuel Pool Cooling

 The Spent Fuel Pool (�“Pool�”) is located in a hardened portion of the Auxiliary Building 
(Figure 1) and contains used fuel 
removed from the nuclear reactor core 
during every 18 month refueling.  

 
 The AP1000 Pool has the capacity to 

hold up to 889 spent, or used, fuel 
assemblies, which are constantly 
submerged beneath approximately 25 
feet of water.   

 
 The used fuel assemblies continue to 

generate decay heat naturally even 
when they are removed from the 
reactor and are placed in the Pool.  
This decay heat will decrease 
significantly over time so that older 
used fuel produces less heat than spent 
fuel that has recently been removed from 
the reactor.   
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Figure 1: AP1000 Plant Layout of Spent Fuel Pool
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 Typically, 64 fuel assemblies are removed from 
the reactor and stored in the Pool every 18 
months.  These used assemblies are replaced in 
the reactor with new, unused, fuel assemblies 
(Figure 2). 
 

 The used fuel in the Pool is cooled by 
transferring the decay heat from the used fuel to 
the Pool water.  The Pool water is in turn, 
pumped through a heat exchanger where the Pool 
water is cooled and decay heat is transferred 
cooled to a second water cooling system.  The 
cooled Pool water is then returned to the Pool 
and the decay heat is transferred to the 
environment (typically the air). There are two 
identical Pool cooling trains, though only the one 
pump and heat exchanger (Figure 3) in one of the 
two trains are in operation in most circumstances. 

 
 

 
 

 The Spent Fuel Pool cooling pumps and heat exchangers are defense-in-depth equipment, 
meaning this equipment is an independent and redundant layer of cooling for the Pool which 
is not required for the Pool to perform its safety-related function.  This safety-related Pool 
cooling function is accomplished in AP1000 power plants by simply heating up and boiling 
the Pool water inventory while providing a continuous supply of makeup water by gravity 
flow from other safety-related sources so as to passively keep the spent fuel submerged and 
cool with no reliance on electrical power, pumps, or other active equipment.   
 

 
 
 

Figure 3: Examples of SFP Cooling Water Pump (left) and Plate Heat Exchanger 

Figure 2: Spent Fuel Assembly Being Lifted
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Section 2: Additional Means of Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
 

 In case of any event which results in a loss of the normal means of Pool cooling (i.e., heat 
exchangers and electrically-powered pumps) then safety-related passive means of providing 
heat removal from the used fuel are initiated.   

 
 As the used fuel in the Pool continues to generate 
decay heat, the water in the Pool increases in 
temperature and will eventually begin to boil the 
water in the Pool within 3 to 8 hours (depending on 
how much fuel has recently been removed from the 
reactor).  The decay heat from the fuel is transferred 
to the Pool water which then boils, producing non-
radioactive steam. 
 
This steam generated by boiling will fill the Fuel 
Handling Area and cause the room temperature to 
increase.  Once a preset temperature limit is 
reached, an engineered relief panel (Figure 4) in the 
wall will open without the need for power and allow 
the steam to vent to the atmosphere. 
 
Once the Spent Fuel Pool water starts to boil, the 
level will slowly decrease and additional water 
inventory is needed to maintain fuel coverage.  The 
Pool is supplemented by available water from two 
safety-related makeup sources, the Cask Loading Pit 
and the Cask Washdown Pit, which are immediately 
adjacent to the Pool itself (Figure 5).   

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Spent Fuel Pool Cask Washdown Pit

Cask Loading Pit

Fuel Transfer Canal

Figure 4: Depiction of Fuel Handling Area Relief Panel

Figure 5: AP1000 Spent Fuel Pool and Surrounding Tank/Cavity Layout 
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 After 72 hours, operator action is required to align the Passive Containment Cooling 
Ancillary Water Storage Tank (PCCAWST or �“Ancillary Tank�”) located in the Yard to the 
Spent Fuel Pool.  The Ancillary Tank contains 925,000 gallons (3,500 m3) of water at 
ambient temperature and pressure and can supply enough makeup water to the Pool for at 
least an additional 4 days using an Ancillary Diesel Generator-powered pump.  Note that 
about 1/3 of the Ancillary Tank water capacity is available for Pool cooling as the tank also 
supplies water to cool the Containment Vessel.   

 
 The minimum required water flow rate to makeup to the Pool and remove decay heat from 

the spent fuel is 35 gallons/minute (8 m3/hr), which is slightly more than the flow from two 
typical household garden hoses.   

 

Figure 6: Diagram of Alternative Water Sources Post 7 Days
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 After 7 days following the initiation of loss of Pool cooling, there are several other sources 
of makeup water available for Spent Fuel Pool cooling (Figures 6, 7).  All are at ambient 
temperature and pressure.  They include: 

 
1. Demineralized Water Storage Tank (100,000 gallons [380 m3]):  Use permanently 

installed Demineralized Water Pump and piping to transfer water to the Pool. 
 

2. Fire Protection Water Storage Tanks (920,000 gallons combined [3,500 m3]):  Use 
permanently installed diesel-driven Fire Water Pump to transfer water to the Pool via 
permanently installed spray headers and piping 
 

3. Service Water Mechanical Draft Cooling Tower Basin (400,000 gallons [1,500 m3]):  
Use a portable pump and the Yard connection flange to supply water to the Pool.  
Nuclear power plants have portable pumps located on site for the purpose of transferring 
water between various sources. 
 

4. Passive Containment Cooling Water Storage Tank (800,000 gallons [3,000 m3]):  This is 
a safety-related source of water that may be available if not already used to cool the 
Containment Vessel.  This tank is located on top of the Shield Building and uses gravity 
as a passive means to drain water to the Pool via permanently installed spray headers 
and piping. 

 
 

Figure 7: AP1000 Tank Layout 
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 The AP1000 plant design has also made provisions for beyond design basis accidents, such 
as a failure of the Spent Fuel Pool walls or floor that results in the draining of the Pool.  In 
this unlikely scenario, cooling water can be provided via two redundant spray headers placed 
on either side of the Pool.   

 
 There are 16 spray nozzles on each header (Figures 8, 9).  One header receives water via 

gravity drain from the Containment Cooling Tank (PCCWST) on top the Shield Building.  
The other header receives water from the Fire Protection Water Tanks and the diesel-driven 
or electric motor-powered Fire Water Pumps.  Only one header is needed to provide cooling 
to the exposed spent fuel in the form of water spray (Figure 10). 

 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 8: Depiction of Spray Headers

Figure 9: Close Up of Spray Nozzle
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Figure 10: Section View of Spray Pattern from Nozzle 

 
 One of the unique methods an AP1000 Plant uses for providing makeup water to the Pool is 

via a safety-related fire hose connection located in the Yard.  This allows fire hoses to be 
safely connected by personnel in the Yard and to use a portable pump to inject makeup water 
to the Pool.  Reference Figures 11 and 12 for a comparison of a fire truck spraying water into 
a Pool with no hard-piped connection versus the simple, external wall connection provided in 
AP1000 Plants which provides water to the installed fire water spray header.  This hard-
piped connection allows for 90% more efficient use of on-site water resources and protects 
the incident responders from the effects of high temperature and potential radiation. 

 
   

 

Figure 12: Wall Mounted Fire Hose Connection (Typical)Figure 11: Fire Truck Spraying Water into Pool Area
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 Finally, in the rare case of a loss of normal Spent Fuel Pool Cooling in the middle of a 
refueling outage, with no fuel in the reactor vessel, and a Pool completely filled with fuel 
including a full core offload: 

 
o The maximum amount of decay heat possible will be present in the Pool and the 

water in the Pool will begin boiling within approximately 2 hours, 
 

o As there is no longer any fuel in the reactor vessel, decay heat does not need to be 
removed from the core.  This allows the Pool to take advantage of the large volume of 
water in the Containment Cooling Tank on top the Shield Building to makeup for 
water inventory lost to boiling for approximately 5 days.  Transfer of water from the 
Containment Cooling Tank to the Pool occurs by gravity and does not require pumps 
or AC power. 

 
o The water level in the Ancillary Tank located in the Yard is about 20 feet higher than 

the fill connection in the Pool. A one-time valve manipulation by an operator will 
allow gravity draining of the Ancillary Tank to the Pool for slightly less than 4 days 
without the use of pumps or AC power. 

 
 

Section 3: Conclusion

 In summary: 
 

o The AP1000 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System is capable of providing cooling for 
spent reactor fuel indefinitely, using safety-related systems for the first 72 hours and 
ancillary systems thereafter, 

 
o The AP1000 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System is designed to prevent damage to spent 

fuel with no challenges from dedicated on site sources of power and water for at least 
7 days, 
 

o The AP1000 Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System has superior provisions for spent fuel 
spray in case of Beyond Design Basis Pool leaks or damage. 
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Explanatory Notes: 

1 Design-Basis Event: An event that is a condition of normal operation (including anticipated
operational occurrences), a design basis accident, an external event, or natural phenomena for
which the plant must be designed so that the safety-related functions are achievable.  

2 Beyond Design-Basis Accident: This term is used as a technical way to discuss accident 
sequences that are considered very unlikely and beyond the definition of design basis provided 
here. As the regulatory process strives to be as thorough as possible, "beyond design-basis" 
accident sequences are analyzed to fully understand the capability of a design.   

3 Defense-in-Depth:  In the AP1000 plant design, this term is used to indicate certain systems 
that, while not being �‘safety-related�’, do provide additional means of performing the key safety 
functions and thus provide additional �‘defense in depth�’ to the passive safety related feature.   
 
4 Safety-Related: a) A classification applied to items relied upon to remain functional during or 
following a design basis event to provide a safety-related function. Safety-related also applies to 
documentation and services affecting a safety-related item. b) Safety-Related Function: A 
function that is relied upon during or following a design basis event to provide for the following: 

 The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary 
 The capability to shut down the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition,
 The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents that could result 

in potential offsite exposures comparable to the guideline exposures of 10 CFR 50.34. 
  


